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Status
Closed

Subject
Errors on top of tiki-objectpermissions.php page

Version
4.x
5.x

Category
Error
Usability

Feature
Forum
Modules
Permission

Submitted by
Lusserall

Volunteered to solve
Philippe Cloutier

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
(0)

Description
Forum last posts module gives the following Notice errors on top of tiki-objectpermissions.php page
and messes up the font size of permissions list.

Notice: Undefined index: forumId in ../proposed/5.x/lib/core/lib/Perms.php on line 185

Notice: Undefined index: forumId in ../proposed/5.x/lib/core/lib/Perms.php on line 229

For every topic created you will get another 2 of those Notices.
When there are 100 forum topics not that hard to get you will need to scroll down 200 lines of
notices just to edit a few permissions.

Reproduce:
Turn on feature forum
Asign forum last posts module
Create a forum and a topic

One of the notices i got is fixed in Revision 29138
Notice: Use of undefined constant ttz - assumed 'ttz' in ../proposed/5.x/lib/tikilib.php on line 7682

Solution
Thank you, I fixed this in r29334. Tiki 6 will have this fixed.

https://dev.tiki.org/item3542-Errors-on-top-of-tiki-objectpermissions-php-page
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Importance
4

Priority
20

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
3542

Created
Saturday 11 September, 2010 01:05:48 GMT-0000
by Lusserall

LastModif
Friday 17 September, 2010 02:54:20 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 11 Sep 10 16:43 GMT-0000

The notice about ttz is strange. Which exact Tiki version do you use?

Lusserall 11 Sep 10 21:48 GMT-0000

I was trying proposed 5.x
Revision: 29104

Was checking if those notices had changed but just saw that last one is new only have first 2 notices
with 5.1 release version.

Philippe Cloutier 13 Sep 10 01:37 GMT-0000

Thank you much, I fixed the problem about ttz, which is unrelated to the rest.

I can't reproduce the main problem. I get the notices, but no font size problems. Are you able to
reproduce from a fresh installation?

Related bug: 2686

https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
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Lusserall 14 Sep 10 12:52 GMT-0000

Main problem is the notices it,s rather anoying if you want to change a few permissions specialy when
you have allot of forum topics.

100 topics 200 lines of notices to scroll down

second is the font size of the list of permissions
it gets a few times bigger.
I get this with a fresh installation

Philippe Cloutier 14 Sep 10 17:02 GMT-0000

OK, I understand what you mean now, but I didn't reproduce. Could you give detailed steps to
reproduce?

Lusserall 15 Sep 10 11:26 GMT-0000

After fresh installation go to
Admin -> features
Turn on feature forums
Then go to
Admin -> modules
Ad module forums_last_posts to the side panel
then to
Forums -> admin forums -> create/edit forums
Create a forum
Then create adleast one topic in that forum
and go to
Admin -> permisions

I attached 3 screenshots showing the problem.

Philippe Cloutier 15 Sep 10 18:20 GMT-0000

OK, I see what you mean, but it's not clear why those notices show on top. What settings do you have in
the Logs and reports section of the first tab of the General admin panel?
The notices you have should normally display at the bottom of the page, when you click "Show PHP
error messages". Do you use a different theme?

https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
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Lusserall 15 Sep 10 21:17 GMT-0000

Only filled in email adress and site name with fresh installation.
Settings are all standard.

PHP Error reporting level: No error reporting

All themes that come with tiki 5.1 have the notices on top of the page.

Client:
Ubuntu karmic
Firefox 3.6.9
Opera 10.62.6438
Chrome 6.0.472.59-r59126

Server:
Ubuntu lucid
Apache 2.2.14
Php 5.3.2
Mysql 5.1.41

Philippe Cloutier 15 Sep 10 21:29 GMT-0000

Do you see the "Show PHP error messages" button at the bottom? If not, does changing the value of
PHP Error reporting level to report notices change things?

Lusserall 15 Sep 10 21:39 GMT-0000

There is no "Show PHP error messages" button at the bottom

When changing the value of PHP Error reporting level to report notices.
Then there is a button at the bottom and the notices have moved to there and the font size is normal
again.

Lusserall 15 Sep 10 21:49 GMT-0000

PHP Error reporting level: Report all php errors
Notices moved to bottom viewable by pressing the button

Setting:
PHP Error reporting level: Report all php errors except notices
Notices are back ad top of page and no button ad bottom

https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

Module_Last-forum-posts_turned-off.png 15 Sep 10
11:23
GMT-0000

51

Module_Last-forum-posts_turned-on_1topic.png 15 Sep 10
11:23
GMT-0000

53

Module_Last-forum-posts_turned-on_4topics.png 15 Sep 10
11:24
GMT-0000

58

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item3542-Errors-on-top-of-tiki-objectpermissions-php-page
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